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Text 
The LORD said to Moses: 15 "When a person commits a violation and sins unintentionally in regard to any 

of the LORD's holy things, he is to bring to the LORD as a penalty a ram from the flock, one without defect 

and of the proper value in silver, according to the sanctuary shekel. It is a guilt offering. 16 He must make 

restitution for what he has failed to do in regard to the holy things, add a fifth of the value to that and give 

it all to the priest, who will make atonement for him with the ram as a guilt offering, and he will be 

forgiven. 17 "If a person sins and does what is forbidden in any of the LORD's commands, even though he 

does not know it, he is guilty and will be held responsible. 18 He is to bring to the priest as a guilt offering 

a ram from the flock, one without defect and of the proper value. In this way the priest will make atonement 

for him for the wrong he has committed unintentionally, and he will be forgiven. 19 It is a guilt offering; he 

has been guilty of wrongdoing against the LORD." 

6:1 The LORD said to Moses: 2 "If anyone sins and is unfaithful to the LORD by deceiving his neighbor 

about something entrusted to him or left in his care or stolen, or if he cheats him, 3 or if he finds lost 

property and lies about it, or if he swears falsely, or if he commits any such sin that people may do-- 4 

when he thus sins and becomes guilty, he must return what he has stolen or taken by extortion, or what was 

entrusted to him, or the lost property he found, 5 or whatever it was he swore falsely about. He must make 

restitution in full, add a fifth of the value to it and give it all to the owner on the day he presents his guilt 

offering. 6 And as a penalty he must bring to the priest, that is, to the LORD, his guilt offering, a ram from 

the flock, one without defect and of the proper value. 7 In this way the priest will make atonement for him 

before the LORD, and he will be forgiven for any of these things he did that made him guilty." 

 

Introduction 
 Let’s say, hypothetically, you have two older kids that sometimes like to play 

together and you have a younger kid that they sometimes don’t want to let play with 

them.  So the two older ones yank the baby doll out of the younger one’s hands, push her 

out of the room, and shut the door.  The younger one bursts into tears.  You’re the parent.  

What do you do? 

 No, seriously – what do I do??  ☺ 

Well, I think you try to get them to talk.  You try to help the older ones 

understand what it feels like to be excluded and have toys taken away from them.  Then 

you ask them to say Sorry.  Then they both say Sorry and turn and run back into the room 

and slam the door so the little one still can’t get in.  Are you okay with that?  They 

apologized.  But does Sorry cut it here?  No, right?  They need to learn to include her and 

they need to give her the baby doll back, maybe even help her find its blanket.  

Sometimes just saying Sorry isn’t enough.  If you can do something to right the wrong, 

you should and that shows evidence of genuine contrition. 
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Last week in Leviticus was about what happens when members of the community 

sin.  How are they restored to fellowship with God?  There was a sin offering that could 

be made.  So there we saw that when Christians sin, and they will, there can be 

forgiveness and restoration when there’s confession and repentance. 

Today we see that some sins are of a slightly different nature and require more 

than just confession.  They call for restitution.  Today we’re looking at the guilt offering, 

sometimes called (and probably better translated as) the ‘reparation offering’.  Do you 

know what reparations are?  It’s compensation; kind of like a fine.  For example, after 

WWI at the Treaty of Versailles the victors imposed reparations on Germany.  Germany 

couldn’t just say, “Sorry for starting a World War that resulted in massive carnage and 

huge losses to you guys.”  They were forced to pay a penalty as part of the terms of 

surrender – 132 billion gold marks!  I’m not sure what that translates to today, but it was 

a lot.  Maybe too much because it caused great resentment and humiliation and hardship 

which partly contributed to the start of WWII, but Germany finally paid off all of its debt 

obligations in connection with this in 2010!  Those were reparations.  That’s kind of 

what’s happening here, but a bit different.  It shouldn’t involve humiliation or resentment. 

“Reparation,” writes one commentator on this passage, “is evidence of true 

repentance….  Showing remorse for sin is not sufficient in cases where the wrong can be 

corrected; making reparation is required in those situations.”
1
  Other words might be 

restitution or restoration.  We sin against God and other people.  And very often when we 

recognize our sin, to give evidence of true remorse and contrition we must do something 

to put things right.  In short as we look at this fifth and final offering at the beginning of 

Leviticus what we’re going to see is just this: some sins require payment to be made 

before forgiveness can be extended. 

 

Let’s pray… 
 

Recapping 

 So remember, this is talking to redeemed members of the Israelite community.  

The contemporary counterpart today would be members of the Christian Church.  If 

you’re not part of the Church then there’s still stuff here for you too.  Keep listening.  But 

the people directly addressed in this passage are those living in the regular rhythm of the 

burnt, grain, and fellowship offerings indicating that God has accepted them, they are 

worshipping him, and they are enjoying peace with him.  The contemporary counterparts 

to these things today is Christians who have put their faith in Christ as their Savior, given 

their lives to serve him as their Lord, and enjoy a relationship through him with God their 

Father. 

But they will still sin, and for that God gives the sin offering and the guilt 

offerings.  The sin offering, we saw last week, pictures to us the ever available 

forgiveness to those who recognize their sin, confess it, and look to Jesus’ blood to cover 

it.  The guilt offering is similar, but, like I said before, it carries with it an element of 

reparation.  It is for sins that require payment to be made before forgiveness can be 

extended. 

 All of these offerings get at different aspects of sin and salvation.  The burnt 

offering gets at the need for propitiation – God’s wrath towards our sin to fall on another 

instead of us.  The grain offering gets at God’s worth.  The fellowship offering gets at the 
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relational aspect of God.  The sin offering gets at the idea of cleansing or purification.  

The guilt offering gets at the idea of sin as a debt that is incurred and must be paid.  All of 

them come together to fill out our picture of who God is and what he’s provided for us in 

Jesus. 

 

Defrauding God 

 Let’s start into the passage.  This passage can be divided easily into two sections.  

5:14-19 is talking about sins against God.  6:1-7 is talking about sins against a neighbor.  

You’ll notice that there’s that phrase – “The LORD said to Moses” (5:14, 6:1; cf. 1:1, 

4:1), which tips us off to a new section. 

 So the first section – sins that defraud God or cheat or rip off God.  “When a 

person commits a violation and sins unintentionally in regard to any of the LORD’s holy 

things…”  There’s that word ‘unintentional’ again.  As we said last week, that is one of 

two classifications of sins, the other one being ‘sins of a high hand’ (cf. Nu. 15).  So 

what’s in view here today are not sins of willful, deliberate, you-can’t-tell-me-what-to-

do, “Watch this!” variety.  That’s sinning with a high hand.  These are sins that are not in 

line with your basic character, which if you’re born again it is to love God.  When you 

become aware of them you quickly hang your head.  These are sins you struggle against.  

That’s a good way to put it. 

 “In regard to any of the LORD’s holy things.”  What does that mean?  These are 

sins that are sacrilege.  Something you do that violates God’s holiness.  So in this context 

it might be something like not redeeming your firstborn properly.  Or say you 

accidentally eat an offering that was supposed to be devoted to the Lord or given to the 

priests.  You weren’t as diligent and careful as you should have been.  It defrauds God of 

something that he was due, as delineated in the Tabernacle system. 

 But in this case the offender doesn’t just confess and bring a sin offering.  There’s 

something different here.  “He is to bring to the LORD as a penalty a ram from the 

flock.”  A ram is a male lamb.  A male lamb was never used in any of the sin offerings.  

This is different.  And he is to bring a monetary amount to recoup the cost of what his 

actions defrauded God of.  “He must make restitution for what he has failed to do in 

regard to the holy things, add a fifth of the value to that and give it all to the priest, who 

will make atonement for him with the ram as a guilt offering, and he will be forgiven.” 

Forgiveness is the result, but involved in it is reparation, with 20% interest.  In 

other words you can’t just say Sorry God.  You have to really mean it and the sacrifice 

and extra penalty demonstrates this.  One principle that comes out of this is that 

forgiveness does not always mean freedom from consequences.  Pick a sin, any sin.  If 

you’ve done that you can be forgiven, but that does not mean that you might not have to 

go to jail, or carry the emotional damage, or that you can be restored right away to your 

position of trust or responsibility. 

In v. 17 it is still talking about sin against God, but it seems that it is speaking 

about a situation where the person is not entirely sure if or what he has done wrong.  

Most people have thought this is referring to a person with a sensitive conscience.  “If a 

person sins and does what is forbidden in any of the LORD’s commands, even though he 

does not know it, he is guilty and will be held responsible.”  Have you ever been stricken 

in conscience but you can’t put your finger exactly on why, you just have a sense that 

something there was wrong?  Maybe it was unclear to you if it was wrong or not.  God 
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has clear standards and objective judgments about your actions, but sometimes it looks 

fuzzy to us, yet our consciences make us ill at ease.  Should I have said that?  Did we go 

too far?  Should I have reported that on my taxes?  Did I do that to make myself look 

good instead of Jesus?  Ahhh… 

There was an offering for that.  A guilt offering that the priest would help you 

discern.  And you could have a clear conscience.  You’re debt is paid.  A conscience is a 

good thing, but did you know that if you’re a Christian you are meant to go through life 

feeling forgiven and free?  Humbled by your sin but then cleansed of it and relieved of 

the liability.  That’s what this is about. 

Listen: you owe God complete reverence.  Your life is supposed to magnify him 

and his greatness.  This is what God deserves from everyone, by right of him being your 

Creator and Provider.  And it is especially fitting for those redeemed by him and who 

bear the name of Christ.  Yet we don’t do it.  We don’t give God the glory due him.  We 

rob him of his glory in so many ways.  We ignore him.  We give his praise to other 

things.  We think we’re the center of the universe.  It’s stealing from God.  What do we 

do when we recognize this? 

This is important.  Do we have to pay God back?  Yes.  And No.  This is crucial.  

We have all offended God, defrauded him by our actions.  And in reality the problem is 

more severe than simply forgetting to give a goat to a priest to eat.  It’s been said that the 

measure of sin is determined by the magnitude of the One who is sinned against.  When 

God is robbed of his glory an infinite debt is incurred.  Can he just let that go if we say, 

“Gee, sorry.”  No.  Are we able to actually pay God back?  No. 

So what do we do?  Here’s where Jesus comes in.  And he comes in in a very 

precise way.  You may be familiar with Isaiah 53.  It’s one of the most famous OT 

passages that speaks so clearly of Jesus way before Jesus came on the scene historically.  

It describes his life and death to a tee in so many ways.  And Isaiah 53:10 says that “the 

LORD makes his life a guilt offering.”  It’s the same Hebrew word as is used here.  Jesus 

is the ultimate guilt offering.  Jesus paid for our sins.  He paid the debt.  Gordon Wenham 

remarks: 

 

It therefore seems legitimate to regard Christ’s death not only as the 

perfect burnt offering, peace offering, and [sin] offering, but also as the 

perfect [guilt] offering, the sacrifice which metaphorically compensates 

God for our sin….  Christ’s death, the perfect reparation…, has therefore 

made [the guilt offering] obsolete, along with the other sacrifices.  It is no 

longer necessary to attempt to compensate God for our failure by bringing 

a ram or a lamb to the altar.  Our spiritual debts have been written off in 

the sacrifice of Christ.
2
 

 

So God must be compensated.  But we don’t compensate God.  We don’t bring 

another lamb; we just plead the blood of the Lamb of God.  We don’t try to make up for 

it by being good, we just claim that Christ’s record of right is ours by faith.  We confess 

and look to Jesus as our guilt offering.  Allen Ross explains: 

 

The use of the term from Leviticus [in Isaiah 53:10] suggests that the 

death of Jesus included reparation along with expiation…  Not only are we 
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sinners, we are sinners who have defrauded God of his due and his 

service, who have committed sacrilege in the holy things…  [But] when 

Jesus gave his life as a ransom for many, the fullest satisfaction was made 

to God.  What Jesus paid on the cross was more than the penalty for sin; 

his death was sufficient to make reparation for all that had been defrauded 

by the human race.  And upon his offering for sin, God the Father could 

say, “I have all back, and more!”
3
 

 

 It doesn’t do any good to deny your guilt.  I got a letter in the mail recently with a 

picture of my car going through a red light.  It was my car.  I was driving.  There was a 

box on there that I could check to contest the fine.  Why would I do that?  I got nabbed.  

There was no question.  I had to pay the fine.  With God there is no use trying to contest 

it in court.  You’re guilty.  You must humbly acknowledge that each and every time.  But 

if you’re in Christ, your debt has been paid.  You don’t have to live with a constant 

feeling of debt.  You can hold your head up. 

I heard one person recently liken it to student loans or medical bills or credit card 

debt… whatever it is that hangs over the heads of so many people in our society and that 

causes a collection agency to call you incessantly.  Satan is like that most persistent of 

collection agencies.  The Bible calls him the accuser of the brethren (Rev. 12:10).  So 

many of you get calls from him all the time about the things that you’ve done.  Your 

consciences have been awakened; that’s good.  But did you know you can say to Satan, 

“You have the wrong number,” and hang up?  Jesus allows you to put the devil on your 

do not call list.  Jesus can be your guilt offering.  He is of infinite value.  He has paid 

your debt. 

 If you’re not a Christian yet, first you have to come to terms with how much you 

have ripped God off of and how deep of a problem you have.  And don’t think that you 

can pay God back on your own, with your own good deeds.  You can’t.  This is such a 

temptation, isn’t it?  Last Sunday I slammed the van door with my daughter’s hand in it!  

Awful!  After going to the ER and making sure everything was fine, I wanted to make it 

up.  I took her to McDonald’s, just me and her.  I bought her a Happy Meal (I never do 

that).  Was she satisfied?  No.  She complained about wanted the blue Barbie ballerina… 

even though pink is her favorite color.  It was a reminder to me of this innate desire to 

self-atone and how it never works. 

I was also reminded by this text of the movie Get Low.  It stars Robert Duvall as a 

mysterious and feared Tennessee hermit who is coming to the end of his life and wants to 

have a funeral for himself before he dies.  Early in the movie he visits a pastor with a wad 

of money and wants to buy a funeral and have nice things said about himself.  The pastor 

says, “What matters when you come to the end of your life is that you’re ready for the 

next one.  Have you made peace with God, sir?”  Duvall says, “I paid.”  The pastor says, 

“Well… you can’t buy forgiveness, Mr. Bush.  It’s free.  But you do have to ask for it.”  

Duvall’s character is offended by that and leaves. 

As the story unfolds you find out that he has done some pretty bad stuff early in 

his life.  His whole life has been a struggle with this.  He’s tried to work his way into a 

clear conscience.  He even built a church building for another pastor.  At one point he 

says, “I didn’t want forgiveness.  No.  I needed to hold on to what I did, to be sick from it 

every day of my life.”  He says, “I built my own jail and put myself in it.  And I stayed in 
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it for 40… years!  No wife.  No kids, no friends, no nothing.  No grandchildren….  You 

hear me?  Forty years.  Now, that’s not enough?”  Another pastor tells him, “You know 

it’s not.”  In the end he winds up confessing to the whole town his sins. 

Jesus isn’t crystal clear in there.  It’s Hollywood.  But it’s a great illustration of 

the futility of trying to pay for your sins yourself and the need for confession.  Whether 

you’re a Christian or not a Christian yet, this is the message.  Jesus died to pay the debt 

for sinners.  Trust in him.  Don’t try to pay it yourself.  He is our perfect guilt offering. 

 

Defrauding a Neighbor 

So that’s the first part of the text dealing with our debt to God.  Our sins require 

payment to be made before forgiveness can be extended… and Jesus has paid them in 

full if we’re joined to him by faith.  We shouldn’t try to pay the reparations on our own.  

But in the second half as we discuss sins against another person, there is still a sense in 

which reparations must be made, not to earn God’s forgiveness but to prove repentance 

and make things right with your neighbor. 

6:1 – “The LORD said to Moses: ‘If anyone sins and is unfaithful to the LORD by 

deceiving his neighbor…’”  So this is talking about horizontal relationships, but there’s 

still a vertical element.  You’re deceiving your neighbor, but you’re also unfaithful to the 

LORD at the same time.  What do we make of this?  John Calvin said, “Whenever an 

injury is inflicted on men, God in their person is offended.”
4
  If you sin against a person 

made in God’s image you are in a sense sinning against God.  What did King David say 

when he realized his guilt in raping Bathsheba and having her husband murdered?  

“Against you, you only, have I sinned and done what is evil in your sight” (Ps. 51:4).  It’s 

the principle we see in 1 John 4:20 – “If anyone says, ‘I love God,’ yet hates his brother, 

he is a liar.  For anyone who does not love his brother, whom he has seen, cannot love 

God, whom he has not seen.”  There’s a connection.  Sins against a neighbor are sins 

against God too.  Our chief problem is with God.  We’ve looked at what the solution to 

that is. 

But sins against your neighbor are also sins against your neighbor.  And your 

neighbor’s loss must dealt with.  Let’s look at the kinds of sins enumerated here.  “If 

anyone sins… by deceiving his neighbor about something entrusted to him or left in his 

care or stolen, or if he cheats him, or if he finds lost property and lies about it, or if he 

swears falsely, or if he commits any such sin that people may do…”  What do you notice 

about these?  First off, they are not mere accidents.  They are describing deliberate sins.  

Secondly, I like the catch all put at the end – “or if he commits any such sin that people 

may do.” 

They also all seem to have an economic focus, which illustrates the way your sin 

can come at the expense of other people.  I don’t think it’s a stretch to extend this to items 

beyond property disputes or borrowing a CD and scratching it.  This could apply to any 

selfishness that hurts others, that steals their emotional well-being or damages their 

reputation or deprives them of a right.  What happens when we sin against another 

person?  We bring uncalled for stress upon them.  We speak in such a way that hurts 

them.  We use them without reciprocal benefits.  We aren’t loving them, just ourselves. 

What ways have you sinned against someone else recently?  What do you need to 

do?  Just pray to God for forgiveness?  Maybe, if it’s something that the other person 

does not know about or feel wronged by and to bring it up would cause more damage.  
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Maybe in those cases it would be good to confess it to someone else and ask their advice.  

Maybe the person you sinned against is not alive any more or there are other factors.  But 

most likely you need to go to that person.  And what do you do?  Just say Sorry and ask 

for forgiveness?  Perhaps that’s all it takes. 

But in some cases some sins require payment to be made before forgiveness 

can be extended.  Sometimes there has to be a demonstration of genuine repentance and 

remorse before you rush right to full exoneration.  “Oh you committed adultery, but 

you’re sorry?  Come on back in, no harm no foul.”  No.  If you stole something, you have 

to give it back and you should buy them dinner on top of it.  “Oh, so you’re sorry for 

hurting me.  I believe you, but show me what you’re doing to address this issue or this 

pattern.”  Repentance might look like – “I’m really sorry.  I understand how my actions 

hurt you.  What can I do to make things right between us?” 

The NT story of a tax collector named Zacchaeus is a great illustration of this.  He 

had gotten rich by cheating people, as tax collectors often did back then.  But then he met 

Jesus.  He had an experience of radical grace.  And he realized what he had been doing 

was wrong.  He said, “Behold, Lord, the half of my goods I give to the poor.  And if I 

have defrauded anyone of anything, I restore it fourfold” (Lk. 19:8; ESV).  He went 

above the 20% prescribed here, but it’s the same principle.  He didn’t just say Sorry.  He 

made reparations.  He was genuinely repentant. 

 It’s interesting.  Did you notice that “in the case of the violation against God’s 

holy things, the offering was made first and then reparation was paid; [but] in the case of 

sins against another person, reparation came first and then the offering.”
5
  This is 

precisely what’s behind Jesus’ words in Matthew 5:23-24.  They’re well-known words, 

but rarely do we have this guilt offering background in mind.  Jesus says, “If you are 

offering your gift at the altar and there remember that your brother has something against 

you, leave your gift there in front of the altar.  First go and be reconciled to your brother; 

then come and offer your gift.”  Jesus is saying you can’t just skip right to forgiveness 

and pretend everything’s okay.  You must be genuinely repentant.  And that is evidenced 

by trying to make things right with the person you have wronged. 

 Now they have to have something legitimately against you.  This verse can’t be 

used to hold someone hostage.  Some people are sometimes too easily offended and Jesus 

doesn’t say you have to always be bowing to every accusation (although almost every 

accusation probably has something in it that you can repent of).  This is where the church 

community can be helpful to discern what exactly is a legitimate offense and what is not, 

and often times it will be a mixture.  But the Bible does say, “If it is possible, as far as it 

depends on you, live at peace with everyone” (Rom. 12:18).  Sometimes reconciliation is 

out of your control and you can’t do anymore. 

This is also a good place to remind those who feel like they have been wronged 

that you must be ready to forgive.  You must be hoping the person genuinely repents and 

forgiveness can be extended.  Remember, when “Peter came to Jesus and asked, ‘Lord, 

how many times shall I forgive my brother when he sins against me?  Up to seven 

times?’  Jesus answered, ‘I tell you, not seven times, but seventy-seven times’” (Mt. 

18:21-22).  In other words, as often as he repents (cf. Lk. 17:3-4).  The idea of the guilt 

offering is never to shame or humiliate someone or hold an impossible debt over their 

heads.  And forgiveness always involves you at some level choosing to absorb some of 

the cost yourself. 
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Now, what if somebody never confesses to you and repents?  How do you 

respond?  I don’t think you can act as if nothing has happened.  That’s not healthy.  Jesus 

says in Matthew 18 that “if your brother sins against you, go and show him his fault, just 

between the two of you.  If he listens to you, you have won your brother over” (Mt. 

18:15).  There is reconciliation and restoration.  But it may be that the offender will never 

own up to his wrong.  You aren’t responsible for him.  You are still, however, responsible 

for your thoughts and attitudes.  If you harbor bitterness and anger and hatred in your 

heart toward him, then you are guilty of sinning too and you need to deal with that with 

the Lord. 

 

The Lord’s Table 
 We come now to the part of the service where we eat at the Lord’s Table.  The 

Lord’s Table is a reminder of the burnt offering of Christ.  But it’s mostly a fulfillment of 

the fellowship offering.  It’s the place where those atoned for by Jesus gather together to 

enjoy table fellowship with him, the sweetness of intimacy and a foretaste of the party 

that’s in store for us in the future. 

But it’s also a time for confession.  Before we eat of this meal, we examine 

ourselves to see if there’s anything that requires a sin offering or a guilt offering.  If 

there’s ‘unintentional sin’ in our lives that we become aware of we must confess it to God 

and claim the blood of Christ to cleanse us again before we come and eat.  And if there 

are sins against God’s majesty we must claim Christ as our guilt offering.  And if there 

are unresolved sins against our brothers or sisters, it may be wise to first go and be 

reconciled and then come and eat together. 

Maybe there isn’t.  I’m not trying to make something be there that isn’t there.  It’s 

possible you’re good.  Or maybe there was, but it’s in the past and has already been dealt 

with.  You don’t have to dig it up again… 

 

Benediction 
Finally, brothers and sisters… Aim for perfection, listen to [God’s] appeal, be of one 

mind, live in peace.  And the God of love and peace will be with you” (2Cor. 13:11). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This sermon was addressed originally to the people at Immanuel Baptist Church, Chicago, Illinois, by 

Pastor Nathan Carter on Sunday morning, March 3, 2013.  It is not meant to be a polished essay, but was 

written to be delivered orally.  The mission of Immanuel is to be a multiplying community that enjoys and 

proclaims the Good News of Christ in the great city of Chicago. 
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